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Hidden Markov Models provide an adaptive method of estimating random quantities, that is, they not only consider 
the quantity under investigation but also revise the parameters of the model. Results of a recent paper are used to 
determine the implicit interest rate of an asset whose value is given by an equation in log-normal form. 
1. Introduction 
Hidden Markov Models are playing a growing role in the discussion of stochastic phenom- 
ena. The basic idea is that Markov behaviour is observed only noisily or indirectly. In a 
recent paper (Elliott, 1993) filtering problems related to a Markov chain are discussed, and 
finite dimensional filters obtained which provide revised estimates for the parameters used 
in the model. In this paper a risky asset is considered whose price at time t is supposed 
described by an equation of the form dS, = S,( pr dt + (T dw) . Under the hypothesis that the 
implicit interest rate pr behaves like a Markov chain, the results of Elliott ( 1993) are applied 
to obtain estimates of p,, and of other parameters which describe its behaviour. A natural 
process to take as the observation process is the (natural) logarithm of the price S,. 
2. Asset price 
Suppose the price S of a risky asset (for example, a stock) is described by an equation of 
the form 
dS=.S,(p, dt+gt dw) for t&O. (2.1) 
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Here w,, t 2 0, is a standard Brownian motion and the integrals are taken to be It8 integrals. 
This model is used frequently, and often the coefficients pr and u, are supposed to be 
constant. Various forms and methods of estimating the volatility or diffusion coefficient a, 
can be found in the literature; see for example Rogers and Satchel1 ( 199 1) . We shall suppose 
(+ is constant and determined by one of these techniques. Using filtering results and Hidden 
Markov Models we wish to describe how p, and its stochastic behaviour can be estimated. 
The drift coefficient p, is the underlying interest rate of the risky asset. We shall suppose it 
takes values in a finite set, say p,~ (r,, . . ., Y,,,]. (For example, possibly N= 81 and 
r,=i(i-21).) 
Furthermore, we shall suppose p, behaves like a Markov chain with state space {r,, . ., 
Y,,,]. rwilldenotethe (column) vector (Y,, . . ..Y~)*. Suppose So = S. Then from (2.1), 
f 
S,=S exp 
(i 
(p,,-$r2) du+av, 
I- 
. 
O 
Write Y, = log S, - log 5’. Then 
(~,-$a’) dufow,. 
0 
(2.2) 
Now p, - ia2 takes values in the set ( r, - ia2, . ., r,,,-~a2].Writeg,=ri-~~2andgfor 
the (column) vector (g,, . . ..g.)*. Suppose 1 <i<N, 
n-;(x) = fi (x-r,) 
I” 
j=l 
and 4;(x) = rri(x) /n-,(ri); then $i( rj) = S,, and += (4,, . . . . 4,) is a bijection of the set 
lr,, . . . . r,,,] with the sets= {e,, . . . . ev} of unit (column) vectors, ei = (0, . ., 1, . . ., 0) *, 
of WN. Consequently, without loss of generality, we shall consider a Markov chain on the 
set c. If X, E s denotes the state of this Markov chain at time t 2 0, then the corresponding 
value of p, is (X,, r), where ( , ) denotes the inner product in WN. Suppose all processes 
are defined on a probability space ( R, 9, P) and write pi = P (X, = ei), p, = (pi , . ., p;“) *. 
We shall assume for some Q-matrix A = (a,) the probability distribution pr satisfies the 
forward equation 
dp,ldt=Ap,. (2.3) 
Now Y, is log S, - log S and is observed. pu - $ r2 = (X,,, g) so the observation process can 
be written 
Y,= (X,, g) du+mav,. 
0 
Write 
(2.4) 
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.F :‘=u(X,, Y,: s<t) ) ,yy =a( Y,: s,<r] ,
and ( .Fr}, ( yr] for the corresponding right continuous, complete filtrations. 
Note ‘$“IC.“I*,. If 4, is an integrable process & will denote its $“-optional projection 
under P, so that & = E[ 4, ( ,y,] a.s. and 6, is the filtered estimate of 4,. 
For s < t, r,( 4,,) will denote the $‘-optional projection of the constant process 4,,, so 
n,( 4,) =E[ 4, ],Yf] a.s. and rr{( 4,) is the smoothed estimates of 4,. Of course, 
flA45) = 4%. 
Elementary calculations (see Lemma 2.2 of Elliott, 1993), show that M, is an F,- 
martingale where M, :=X, -X,, - &AX,, du. The semimartingale representation of X, is, 
therefore, 
x, = x,, + AX,, du + M, . 
0 
3. Filtering and estimation 
The observation process Y, can be written either as 
Y,= I (X,,, s) dufm, 
0 
or, in innovations form 
Y,= (iL,, g) du+av,. 
0 
(2.5) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
This equation defines the Brownian motion process v, 
To discuss the Zakai forms of the filtering and smoothing equations introduce a measure 
P,, by putting 
f 
dpo - 
dP 7, 
=K,:=exp - -U (X,,, g)u-’ dw, - ; i (X,,, g)%-‘du > . 0 0 
Then K, is a martingale under P and 
f 
K,=l- 
J 
K,,(X,. g>a-’ dw,, 
0 
From Girsanov’s theorem (see Elliott, 1982), v- ‘Y is a standard Brownian motion under 
PO. Consider a process A, defined by 
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n,=1+ f&,(X,, g)~-’ dY,. 
0 
Then 
f I 
A, = exp 
-U 
(X,7 g)a-’ dY,, - ; 
s 
(X,, g)‘a-’ du 
> 
0 0 
and A$, = 1. Note, however, it is under P that Y, = Jr, (X,, g) du + m, and so has the form 
of the observation process influenced by the Markov chain. 
If 4, is an F’,-adapted, integrable process then a version of Bayes’ theorem states 
where E. denotes expectation under PO and a( 4,) is the y-optional projection of A,+, 
under PO. Then a( 1) = E. [ A, 1 jS',] is the $V-optional projection of A, under PO. 
For S< t write a,( &) for the $‘-optional projection of A& under PO, so that 
a,( A) = Eo[AA I Y.J a.s. and a,( 44 = a( 4,). 
Note that 
i% = (X,, r> 1 T,(P,) = (~tTT,(K), r> 3 
NP,) =(4X,), r> and ~,h> = (dX.J, 4 . 
Therefore, finding any of the filtered or smoothed estimates for X enables us to determine 
the corresponding estimate for p. 
Write B for the diagonal matrix whose entries are g,, . ., g,. Then from Elliott ( 1993) 
we have the following finite dimensional filters and smoothers: 
and in Zakai form 
a(X,) =& + Aa du+ Ba(X,)a-‘dY,. 
0 0 
(3.4) 
Write l=(l, 1, . . . . 1) *. Then (T( (X,, 1)) = E,,[A,(X,, 1) 1 y,] = u(A,), because X,G 6. 
The Zakai form (3.4) is preferable to (3.3) because it is linear in a(X) and is driven by 
the observation process Y rather than the innovations V. 
For s<t, 
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+ I------ (B((X.s, e,)X,> -<k g)((X~)u-’ dv,, . (3.5) 
This is a finite dimensional filter for (X,y, ei)X,. Taking the inner product with 1 gives 
(Xm)=rrA(X,, e,)) =P(X, =e, Iyr) . 
Note (AX,, 1) = 0 because C,“= , a,, = 0. The Zakai form of the smoother is: 
@A (X,, ei X> = CA (X,, e, )X,1 + ( AuA (X,, e, X,) du 
+ Bu,,(W,, e,)X,)u-2 dy,, (3.6) 
This is a finite dimensional filter for gr,( (X,7, ei)X,) = E,,[ /1,(X,, e,)X,] y,] Consequently, 
a,((X,, e,)(X,, I)) =fl,((X,, e,)) and 
~t((X,, ei)> =d(-G e,)) 
/ 
fj ur((X,, e,)) . 
J= I 
4. Revising the parameters 
In addition to the volatility u the parameters introduced in the above model are the values 
r,, 16 i < N, of the implicit interest rate, and the entries aii, 1 < i, j < N, of the Q-matrix A. 
Recall g, = r, - $(T’. Using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm, it is shown in 
Elliott (1993) that revised estimates are given by 
a,; =fiji/j; =u(Nfi)/u(J;) , g;=i;;l~;=u(G;)lu(Jj) 
Here Nj’ is the number of jumps of X from ei to er in the time interval [ 0, t] J: = 
I:, (X,, , ei) du is the amount of time X spends in state e, in the time interval [ 0, t] and 
t f f 
G; = 
I 
(X,, e,)up2 dY, = 
I 
g#(X,, e,)up2 dcc+ 
I 0 0 0 
(X,,, e,)u-‘dw, 
The Zakai estimates are given by the following linear equations: 
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= 
+ Ba(N$X,,)a-' dY,, , 
(1 
I (dx,,), e,)e, duf f Ao(J:,X,,) du 
0 0 
+ s Ba(J:,X;,)u-’ dY,, , 
,I 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
u(G:X,) =g, (a(XLc), e,)ae2e, du+ Aa(G:X,) du 
J J 
0 0 
(4.3) + s (BdGtX,) + C&X>, e,>e,W2 dYu . 
0 
In each case the inner product is taken with 1 = ( 1, 1, . . . , 1) to give 
o(N:J) =a(N:‘(X,, 1)) , u(J;) =a(Jf(X,, 1))) (T(G;) =a(Gf(X,, 1)). 
5. Numerical methods 
In this section we describe numerical approximations to the Zakai equations (3.4)) (4.1), 
(4.2) and (4.3). As noted above, the Zakai forms are preferable because they are linear 
and driven by the observations Y. 
Writeq,=a(X,).Then (3.4) is 
q,=&+ iAq.du+ jBq,u-'dYu. 
0 0 
Suppose h = t/n. For 0 <k <n a first approximation gives 
q(k+l)h =qkh +Aqkh .h+Bqkh .“-2(Y(k+l)h -ykh) 
However, this neglects terms of size O(h) To capture these terms Milshtein ( 1974) noted 
one should substitute 
qkh +bk, ‘u+&k/, ‘flp2(y, -ykh> 
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for q,, in the expression 
(Xt I)h (h+I)h 
q,,+,,t, =qPh + 
J 
Aq,, du + 
I 
Bq,, . up2 dY,, 
x/z kl, 
Neglecting terms of size o(h) the Milshtein approximation then is 
q,,+,,/,=qkh+Aqkh.h+Bq~,,‘a~‘(Y,,+,,t~-Y,,,) 
+...+~B~q,,,.a-1[(Y,,+,,t,-Y,,,)2-a2h]. (5.1) 
A full discussion of the Milshtein scheme, and other more sophisticated schemes, can be 
found in the recent book of Kloeden and Platen ( 1992). Write n :’ = a( N YX,) Then (4.1) 
becomes 
The Milshtein form in this case is: 
n;l,+r,,r=(q,,* e,)aj,r,h+tI+Ah+B(Y,,+,,t,-Y,t,)a~’ 
+ tB’[ ( Yckt , ,tT - Y,,,)2-(T2h],p4].~h. (5.2) 
Similarly, writing rj = a( JiX,) and discretizing (4.2)) 
G+I,tI =(qkt,, e,W-t [I+Ah+B(Yck+I,t, - Yk,T)a-’ 
+tB’[(Y,,+,,,,-Y,,~)‘-a2h]~~“]7;t,. (5.3) 
Finally, with yi = (T( G:X,) discretizing (4.3) gives 
Y;L+I,,,=x,(Y~~~~ e,)e,a~~h+[I+A!7+B(Y,~+,,,,-Y~,,)cr-~ 
+;B’]Y(Y,,+,,,,- Y~,,)‘-a’h]rr+]y;,, 
+a-‘(qkt,> p,)e,( y,,+ I b/r - Y,t,) 
+ ia-“(Bq,,,, e,)L(Yci+ I),, - Y,,,,‘- a’hlr, (5.4) 
New estimates for the parameters ali and gi, based on the observations of the price up to 
time I= nh, are, therefore 
arc = (n:‘, l)/(rj, 1) , g, = (y:, l)/(C 1) 
Using the smoothed versions of (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) (see Elliott, 1993), and possibly 
additional data, a second revised estimate for these parameters can be obtained. Iterating 
this procedure provides a monotonic, increasing sequence of probability densities so, in 
terms of maximizing the expectation, the models are improving with each step and the 
estimation methods are self-tuning. 
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6. Conclusion 
The price of a risky asset is supposed described by a log-normal equation. Taking the 
logarithm of the price as the observations process, adaptive filtering techniques are used to 
determine the implicit interest rate of the asset. These results allow a re-estimation of all 
parameters of the model, except the volatility. Substituting the revised parameters the 
process can be repeated, and so on. This filtering procedure, therefore, not only estimates 
the implicit interest rate but constantly re-adapts the parameters of the model, so that it is 
‘self tuning’. 
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